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TAKE BACK
YOUR LIVING
SPACE!!!!!!
Visit our facebook page to view our installations

https://www.facebook.com/HiddenBedsSA
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The Tiffany is a vertically mounted wall bed (also known as a "Murphy bed"). This product has been developed
to solve modern home space constraints focusing on practicality and cost effectiveness with an aesthetically
simple and neat design.
Features:
-

Counter balancing gas lifts to
carry the bulk of the weight for
ease of operation.

-

Rubber extrusions bonded to
the support legs to prevent floor
damage.

-

Crossbar mounted between
support legs to hold the
mattress in place when bed is
closed.

-

Built in headboard, matching
colour

The Springsteen is a vertically mounted desk-wall bed combination. This design is a perfect solution for modern
day space constraints enabling the easy conversion of a study or home office into an extra bedroom providing
sleeping and professional facilities within the same space. Using an intellegent mechanism, the Springsteen
retains the desk in a horizontal position enabling swift desk-to-bed operation without removing items less than
370mm tall off the desk.
Features:
-

Counter balancing gas lifts to
carry the bulk of the weight for
ease of operation.

-

Rubber extrusions bonded to
the support legs to prevent floor
damage.

-

Crossbar mounted between
support legs to hold the
mattress in place when bed is
closed.

-

Built in headboard, matching colour

-

530mm deep desk matching colour
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The Lennox sofa bed is a vertically mounted couch/sofa-wall bed combination. This design has been focused
on transforming a living room or lounge into a completely functioning spare room. By simply removing the
backrest cushions the living space will swiftly become accomodation in less than 90 seconds.
Features:
-

Counter balancing gas lifts to
carry the bulk of the weight for
ease of operation.

-

Rubber extrusions bonded to
the support legs to prevent floor
damage.

-

Crossbar mounted between
support legs to hold the
mattress in place when bed is
closed.

-

Built in headboard, matching colour

-

Anti slip feet for the sofa

The Benatar is a horizontally mounted wall bed (also known as a "Murphy" bed). This product has been
developed to solve modern home space constraints focusing on practicality and cost effectiveness with an
aesthetically simple yet visually appealing design. The Benatar will fit perfectly in most South African homes,
enabling overhead storage space and featuring weight countering pneumatic gas lifts to ensure effortless
operation.
Features:
-

Counter balancing gas lifts to
carry the bulk of the weight for
ease of operation.

-

Rubber extrusions bonded to
the support legs to prevent floor
damage.

-

Crossbar mounted between
support legs to hold the
mattress in place when bed is
closed.
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The Joel Student bed is a horizontally mounted wall bed (also known as a "Murphy bed"). This design is a
perfect solution for modern day space constraints faced by students of all ages providing a desk/bed
combination for sleeping and studying facilities within the same space. Using simple geometry, the Joel retains
the desk in a horizontal position enabling swift desk-to-bed operation without removing items under 430mm
off the desk.
Features:
-

Counter balancing gas lifts to
carry the bulk of the weight for
ease of operation.

-

530mm deep desk matching
colour

The DIY Tiffany is a "Do It Yourself" version of our popular vertically mounted wall bed (also known as a "Murphy bed").
This product has been developed to provide a cost effective wall bed for the modern DIY enthusiast. The DIY Tiffany will
suite the pocket and provides a moderately challenging project for the client.
The kit contains the following.
• One pair of Bed Pivots.
• One pair of support legs with a single crossbrace.
• One pair of air springs/gas lifts
• All the required fasteners to mount the above
mentioned items
• Easy to follow step by step instructions which
include required fasteners and cutting lists

•No wood is supplied with kit
• All steel items are powder coated with hammered
grey finish
• All fasteners are cadmium or zinc plated
Available sizes as follows:
Tiffany form (vertical folding where the headboard is
against the wall): available in standard and extra length
Single,
Benatar form (horizontal folding where the headboard 90
degrees to the wall) available in standard and extra length
3/4, double, queen
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The Fleetwood Library bed is a vertically mounted wall bed (also known as a "Murphy bed") which is consealed
behind a bi-folding book/display unit. This product has been developed to solve modern home space
constraints focusing on the requirement for storage for books, curios, art pieces etc while having the
convienence of an extra bed. This design is based on a book shelf / bed combination which provides sleeping
and storage facilities within the same space. Using an intellegent mechanism the Fleetwood retains the book
shelf in a vertical position enabling a swift book shelf-to-bed operation without having to remove items off the
shelves.
Features:
-

Counter balancing gas lifts to
carry the bulk of the weight for
ease of operation.

-

Rubber extrusions bonded to
the support legs to prevent floor
damage.

-

Crossbar mounted between
support legs to hold the
mattress in place when bed is
closed.

-

Built in headboard, matching
colour

The Collins cabinet bed is an ideal alternative to the wall bed. This product has been developed to provide a
movable unit that does not require wall attachment, while also focusing on practicality and cost effectiveness
with an aesthetically simple and neat design. The unit simply folds up and the space is transformed.
Features:
-

Storage drawer for pillows and
linen.

-

Tri-folding high quality foam
mattress.

-

15 high strength castor wheels
to ensure strength and ease of
operation.

-

Built in headboard, matching
colour
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-

-

We can provide complete solutions by adding custom cabinetry to meet your needs and maximise your storage
space.

-

Please let us know if you are interested in transforming your room and we will send out a rep. Some of the
cabinets are shown below.

Kicker Drawer/s

Pull out night
Stand within
drawer
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